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Poker Academy Supplied World Renowned TexasHoldem Poker Artificial
Intelligence to Myelin Media’s “STACKED™with Daniel Negreanu”

Poker Academy, the leading poker training software developer, today announced that the
company supplied the foundation for the poker playing artificial intelligence inside Myelin
Media’saward-winning game “STACKEDwith Daniel Negreanu.” Poker Academy’sAI is
world renowned and was developed over more than 10 years in association with researchers at
the University of Alberta, Canada, which has published many academic papers on the subject.

Minneapolis, MN (PRWEB) June 19, 2006 -– Poker Academy, the leading poker training software developer,
today announced that the company supplied the foundation for the poker playing artificial intelligence inside
Myelin Media’s award-winning game “STACKEDwith Daniel Negreanu.” Poker Academy’s AI is world
renowned and was developed over more than 10 years in association with researchers at the University of
Alberta, Canada, which has published many academic papers on the subject.

Poker Academy supplied two forms of artificial intelligence to STACKED: a bot for limit Texas Hold’em
called “Poki” and a no-limit Texas Hold’em bot called “Zen.” The Poki and Zen bots play poker drawing on a
vast knowledge of each Texas Hold’em poker game respectively and use extensive poker mathematics as a
foundation for their decisions. Both bots also have the ability to read cards and put opponents on hands as well
as the ability to model the actions of their opponents and predict future responses.

Using this break-through foundation, Myelin was able to create variations on each of these bots to create
multiple hold’em experiences. While some of the AI crosses genres, quite a bit of it is specifically fine-tuned
for each game.

Artificial Intelligence In Stacked vs. Poker Academy Pro

Poker Academy provided STACKEDwith the most popular AI components found in its flagship Texas
Hold’em poker training software, Poker Academy Pro, designed for serious rounders. Inside Poker Academy
Pro is additional tools and artificial intelligence:

• Advanced statistics tools that allow users to analyze why they are winning and losing
• Filter on numerous particulars including hole cards, position, sessions, etc.
• View actions, bankrolls, frequencies and other statistics from the results filtered
• Specialist bots that allow you strengthen your heads-up skills
• Edit opponents to mimic real-life players and adjust aggressiveness, hand selection, odds estimation,
and betting tendencies
• Calculate and summarize a detailed evaluation of a Holdem hand using the hand evaluator

“Our poker training software is not only highly complementary to Stacked, but our AI is a popular feature of
the game – a real differentiator for those looking to be challenged when playing limit and no limit Texas
Hold’em,” said Kurt Lange, president of Poker Academy. “Stacked is perfect for those who want to experience
the life of a pro, virtually, and to be challenged to become a better player. Poker Academy Pro teaches you how
to be a real pro. When a player is ready for that next level, it’s worth investing in Poker Academy Pro.”
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About Poker Academy
Poker Academy is the leading Texas Hold’em poker software developer. Poker Academy develops the world’s
most advanced Texas Hold’em poker game and training tool, Poker Academy Pro, utilizing world renowned
software developed over 10 years. Poker Academy software is designed to help players learn, adapt, and
improve their poker skills at any level. Poker Academy Pro includes limit, no limit, ring, and tournament play
along with many tools to analyze a player’s game.
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Contact Information
Anthony Giombetti
Poker Academy
http://www.poker-academy.com
612-605-8310

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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